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SUMMARY
In this study , the frequenc ies have been estimated of Thames high
tida l water levels at the Lee/Thames confluence , and of flood
peaks in the Lower Lee . A summary of these results is presented in
Tables A and B. These water level and flood frequencies represent
the prelim inary inputs needed for the Thames Tida l Model. However,
at this stage the water level frequencies are based only on
historic records , and modifications are being carried out to  take
proper account of the e ffects of the Thames Barrier on future
water level frequencies .
The historic water leve l frequencies shown in Table A for the
Lee/Thames con fluence have been derived from an interpolation
between the frequencies indicated by the long-term water level
gauging stations at North Woolwich (5.7 km downstream ), and Tower
Pier (10 .6 km upstream ). Also shown for compa rison are the water
leve l frequenc ies at long-term stations Southend and Tilbury , and
frequencies at Brunswick Wharf , where 30 years of Thames water
leve l records exist for a former recording station 0.5 km upstream
o f the Lee/Thames confluence . The effects of the linear upward
trend in tidal water levels at these station s were computed and
compared in the course of the study , and this trend has been taken
into account in the water level frequencies shown in Tab le A so
that they represent 1986 conditions.
Flood frequencies have been computed for both oE the Lee channels
wh ich discha rge into the tidal reach near the Lee/Thames
con fluence .
The eastern channe l, the Flood Relie f Channe l, ca rries flood
runo ff from the great bulk of the 1370km2 catchment , including
most of the rural catchment. Its flood frequencies are based on
the short record of floods recorded at the lower end of the Flood
Relief Channel at Low Hall , using the long-term record upstream at
Feildes Weir for verification.
The western channel of the Lower Lee is the Lee Navigation
Channel. This channe l carries flood flows from a number of
tributaries draining 116 .5 km2 o f highly urbanised land in the N
and NE regions of London . No river gauging station records floods
on this channel , and so floods have been estimated from an
ana lysis of flood records for a number of Lower Lee tributaries .
Flood frequencies for these Lower Lee tributaries , wh ich were
derived in the course of the study , are also presented . Although
the area drained by Lee Navigation Channel is relatively small,
because o f the highly urbanised nature of its catchment and its
steepness , its flashy instantaneous flood peaks are quite high in
compa rison w ith the much flatter and the much more voluminous
flood peaks of the Flood Relief Channe l.
It should be noted that the presented flood peaks in the two
channe ls for any particular return period would not norma lly be
expected to coincide , though with the righ t combina tion of storm
rainfall sequence and movement it is possible on rare occasions .
Flood data ana lysed in the course of deriving these flood
frequencies indicate generally upward trends , re flecting the
increasing urbanisation o f their catchments . Data periods are too
short to take meaning ful account of the trends in flood
frequencies in this study , but further investigation into the
historic rates of urbanisation within Lee sub-catchments may
enable refinements to be made in this context.
TABLE A FREQUENCIES OF TIDAL THAMES NISH WATER LEVELS
STATION
RETURN :THANES/LEE SOUTHEND TILBURY NORTH BRUNSWICK TOWER
PERIOD :CONFLUENCE I WOOLWICH WHARF PIER
NOTES : I. QUANTILES FOR LEE/THAMES CONFLUENCE AND THAMES TIDAL STATIONS SHOWN AS M AOD
2. WATER LEVELS HAVE BEEN UPDATED TO 1986 USIN6 LOCAL TREND
2 ' 4.52 3.66 4.05 4.44 4.56 4.67
5 I 4.75 1 3.90 4.31 4.67 4.79 4.90
10 4.91 4.07 4.49 4.84 4.94 5.05
25 1 5.13 4.31 4.71 5.07 5.12 5.24
50 5.29 1 4.50 4.89 5.24 5.25 5.37
100 1 5.45 1 4.70 5.06 5.43 5.38 5.50
TABLE B FLOOD FREQUENCIES FOR THE LOWER LEE CHANNELS
RETURN PERIOD : FLOOD RELIEF NAVISATION
CHANNEL CHANNEL
YEARS I M3/5 N3/5
2 1 59 53
5 82 68
10 1 97 78
25 • 124 89
50 157 95
100 190 107
200 220 115
Prelim inary River Lee Analysis
1 ENTRODUCTION
1.1 Objectives
The objectives o f th is prelim inary study are to ascertain the
frequencies of floods entering the tida l reach o f the Lowe r Lee and
the frequency o f peak water levels in the Thames at the Lee
con fluence . The lower Lee reaches in question are the tida l
sections of th is river system up to Lee Bridge on the Navigation
Channe l and nearly up to the Flood Relief Channel r iver gauging
station at Low Ha ll and , for flood frequencies , the non-tida l
reaches immediately upstream o f tida l range .
The water level and flood frequencies are required for a range of
return periods up to 200 years . They have been presented for 2 , 5 ,
10 , 25 , 50 , 100 and 200 year return periods . In the course o f the
ana lyses flood frequencies have been com puted for gauging stations
on tributaries o f the Lower Lee , and these resu lts have also been
presented in detail .
1.2 The Lower River Lee System
The Lee river system is very complex in its lower reaches
down stream o f Feildes We ir (see Figure 1.1). Upstream of Feildes
Weir the Lee has a predom inantly rural and cha lk catchment and
generally consists o f natural channels, though sign ificant o fftakes
exist wh ich supply var ious water undertakings . At Fe ildes We ir the
Lee is regulated throu gh two channels flanking its flood plain , the
western channe l supp ly ing and later becom ing the Lee Navigation
Channel, and the eastern channel be ing the Lee Flood Relief
Channel. Upstream o f the Pymme 's Brook con fluence , re lat ive ly
steady flows are maintained w ithin the Nav igation Channel so far as
poss ible by diverting flood flows eastward through severa l channe ls
to the Flood Re lie f Channe l. A number of large raw water storage
and service reservo irs exist w ith in the flood pla in between the two
ma in channels , and are linked w ith the latter by a number o f
additiona l channe ls to e ffect supply and to accommodate spillage .
The complex network of channels and regulating structures , and the
numerous alternative operating procedures , make the accurate
prediction o f floods w ithin specific channels difficult.
As the Lee channe ls pass southwards from Feildes We ir , the
catchments of incoming tr ibutaries from east and west are
progress ive ly more urban ised , the lowest such as Dagenham Brook and
The Moselle be ing a lmost entirely built-up . The degree of
urban isation in the Lower Lee tr ibutaries has increased
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significantly in recent decades , and this influence would be
expected to increase flood peaks unless ba lancing pond development
has kept pace.
1.3 Data Availability
Water levels have been recorded at a number of stations along the
tidal Thames from Tedd ington to Southend . The nearest Thames water
level recording station to the mouth of the River Lee is at
Brunsw ick Wharf, which is 0.5 km upstream of the confluence . This
station ceased to operate in 1983 when the Thames Barrier was
comm issioned , but its effectively continuous record provides an
annual series of water level peaks of 30 years. Upstream of the
Thames confluence but with in the tidal reach of the River Lee , the
Bow Locks water level recording station offers a data set of
27 years of annua l peak water leve ls since its start in 1934 until
its data were affected by the commissioning of the Lee Barrier in
19 72. This data series includes the exceptionally severe events of
1953 and 1949. The nearest Thames long term water level recording
st'ations upstream and downstream o f the Lee confluence are at Tower
Pier and N Woolwich (Gallions). Data for the latter stations extend
back to 1912 and 1915 respectively . Trends are also detectable in
the tida l water level records. However , the major influence on Lee
confluence water level frequencies is now the Thames Barrier , the
precise effects of wh ich have not been estimated in the course of
this prelim inary study.
Floods on the main River Lee are measured at Feildes Weir and at
Low Hall on the Flood Relief Channel. No river gauging station
exists on the Navigation Channel, which acts as the flood
collecting channe l for tributaries south of the Turkey Brook
confluence. Direct estimates are therefore possible of flood
frequencies on the Flood Relief Channe l using the short Low Hall
record supplemented by the Feildes Weir longer record. However ,
flood frequencies on the lower Navigation Channel must be deduced
from flood and catchment characteristics of local gauged
tributaries. Flood trends and their effects on flood frequencies
are also important considerations .
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2 DATA COLLECTION
2.1 T ida l Water Level Data
Water leve l records relating to the Thames/Lee and tidal lower Lee
have been co llected from Thames Water for Brunsw ick Wharf, Bow
Locks and the Lee Barrier . These data are in the form of m icrofilm ,
and their gr id references and data periods are presen ted in Table
2.1 be low . Annua l maximum peaks and the da tes of these peaks have
been extracted and are presented in Table 2.2 . Further tida l Thames
water leve l da ta for other stations upstream and down stream o f the
Thames/Lee con fluence have been presen ted in the Pre lim inary Report
on River Crane Flows and Levels .
2.2 Flood Data for the Lower Lee and Tr ibutar ies
Flood peaks , generally in the form o f annual max imum (AM ) series
and sometimes peak—over—thresho ld (POT ) series , have been extracted
from the records o f usab le river gauging station data for the Lower
Lee and tr ibutaries . In the course o f extracting these data ,
certain data sets have been rejected as be ing o f C O O poor qua lity .
Tab le 2.3 lists the deta ils of all used and rejected data series .
The extracted annua l maximum floods are listed in Tab le 2 .4 .
2.3 Sub—Catchment Areas
For the purposes o f estimating flood frequencies in the Lower Lee ,
it has been necessary to measure catchmen t areas contr ibuting to
the two main channe ls as well as those relating to individual river
gauging stations . Sub—catchment areas in the Lower Lee are listed
in Table 2.5 , and the sub—catchmen ts are shown diagrammat ica lly in
Figure 1.1. The areas quoted here relate to the catchment
boundaries ascerta ined by Thames Water , whose staff have walked
stretches o f boundary where uncertainty existed (usually urban
areas).
It can be seen in Tab le 2 .5 that the catchment area to Feildes We ir
is 1036 km2 , while the who le Lee catchmen t area down to the Thames
confluence is 1412 km2 . Of this additiona l 376 km 2 downstream o f
Feildes We ir , 272 km2 drains to the Navigation Channe l under
conditions o f normal runoff, and the remaining 103 km2 drains in to
the Flood Re lief Channe l. For the purposes o f this study , flood
frequencies are required effectively at Lee Br idge on the
Navigation Channe l and Low Ba ll on the Flood Relief Channe l. For
these two locations , d irect catchment areas are 116 .3 km2 and
1243 km2 respective ly .
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2.4 Urban Areas
The degree of urbanisation is of fundamental importance in FSR
procedures for com puting growth factors for the pre diction of
floods w ith return per iods longer than tw ice the ava ilable data
per iod . The same parameter is a lso needed for the FSR method of
computing MAP where a catchment is ungauged . The e ffects of
urbanisation , particularly where drains are installed which greatly
speed up runoff , can be far—reach ing . Th is effect is certainly
demonstrated by the very large floods from 0 .66 urbanised Pymme 's
Brook where mean annua l floods from 43 km 2 are about 502 o f those
from the almost entirely rura l 1036 km2 catchment a t Feildes Weir .
In this prelim inary study it has not been possible to ascertain the
history of development w ith in the study area and therefore to
de fine the rate of urban isation . Urban isation is of particular
s ignificance in the est imation of flood s for the Nav igation
Channel. Upward trends are visible in the flood data for urbanised
Lower Lee tr ibutaries wh ich reflect the urban isation that has
occurred .
For this study , urban ised areas have been measured for the entire
area (URBAN = 0 .63), ma in ly North—East London , which dra ins
exclus ively through the Lee Navigation Channe l, and for catchment
areas o f individua l gauging stations o f the Lower Lee tributar ies .
These urban areas have been taken from 1:25000 sca le OS maps
fo llow ing standard FSR procedures , and they are presented in Table
2.5 . The maps used were , from south to north:
Sheet TQ 28/38 , Second Series , dated 19 71 (revisions 1968)
Sheet TQ 29/39 , Path finder Ser ies (Second Series), da ted 19 78
(revisions 1972)
Sheet TL 20/30 , Path finder Ser ies (Second Series), da ted 1982
(revisions 198 1)
For the past 20 year per iod dur ing wh ich nearly all o f the flood
data used in th is study were co llected , the degree o f urban isation
shown on TQ 28/38 has changed very little s ince th is part o f London
wa s heavily built up many years ago and park land has rema ined
protected from development. Over the same period , the increase in
deve lopment has been much more significan t in TW 29/39 , wh ich
em braces the urban/rural interface . The latter affects Salmon 's
Brook and Turkey Brook in particular , but Pymme 's Brook catchment
urban isation has rem ained fairly constant apart from some
developmen t in the Hadley Wood vicinity . Sheet TL 20/30 includes
part of the Turkey Brook catchment but none of the  area  from wh ich
floods drain into the lower section o f the Lee Navigat ion Channe l.
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Hence the urban percentages computed for sub-catchments relate to
particular po ints in time , and where genuine trends exist as a
result of urbanisation , these points in time must be interpreted in
the course of defining flood frequencies.
3 TREND ANALYSES
3.1 Water Level Trends
There is an upward trend in tidal water levels in the Thames
estuary , and this effect is indicated in the Brunswick Whar f data.
A simple linear correlation and regression with time shown on
Table 3.1 quantifies th is trend and Table 4.2 shows the resultant
quantile estimates updating the annual maximum levels using the
locally determined trend .
3.2  Flood Trends
Trends in floods would be expected to occur as increased
urbanisation results in greater impermeability and as the
installation of drains speeds up runoff. In order to detect genuine
trends in flood peaks , however , it is necessary to have a very long
and reliable .data set. For all data sets available for the Lower
Lee and its tributaries , data periods are too short for very
meaningful evaluation of trends , the longest being 33 years for the
Prmme 's Brook , but the remainder being for 20 years or less.
Clearly for such short data sets, any trend analysis may be heavily
biased by the chance tim ing of maximum and m inimum events, whereas
in very long data series such effects would be much less
significant.
For Feildes Weir, a very long data series of 109 annual maxima
exists for mean daily flood peaks (or 114 annua l maxima if the even
less certain 1851-56 data are included). However , mean daily flood
peaks would not be expected to change very significantly (if at
all) as a result of increased urbanisation , wh ich affects
instantaneous peaks much more dramatically than runoff volumes .
It is w ith these provisos that the results of linear trend ana lyses
on annual maxima are presented in Table 2.3 and Figure 3.1. The
numerical results show that Feildes Weir mean daily flow has
actually tended to decrease very slightly (by 0.3% o f MAF annually)
over its entire span although inspection of the Figure 3.1A time
series reveals reasonable stability post 1920. The 20 recent years
instantaneous flood peaks show an opposite upward trend of 1.5
m3/s/year , or 3.1% of MAF , although th is impression is much
enhanced by the location of two particularly h igh max ima in 1978
and 1982. Turkey Brook and Lee FRC at Low Hall, wh ich have data
periods of 15 and 10 annual maxima respectively , show implied
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downward trends of 1.0% and 4 .4% of MAF annua lly . For the remaining
3 gauging stations w ith enough annual maxima to carry out tentative
analyses of trends , upward trends were indicated , these being for
Intercepting Drain , Pymme 's Brook and Dagenham Brook respectively
rates of 2 .2% , 0 .3% and 9 .3% of MAF annua lly . C learly the Pymme 's
Brook trend , based on 33 years , is the most meaningful, and its
very low rate of flood peak increase presumably reflects the modest
degree o f development over the period of observation . The Dagenham
Brook catchmen t , with 11 years of data during which very little if
any increase occurred in urbanised area , is un likely to have a
genuine 9 .3% annual increase in MAF , and these data show the
potential for spurious trends to be indicated by too-short data
periods .
Overall, it may be concluded that a slight upward trend is
generally indicated in accordance w ith the inc reasing urbanisation
of the Lee basin .
4 FREQUENCY ANALYSES OF TIDAL WATER LEVELS
4 .1 Frequency of Tidal Water Levels
Peak tide leve ls at Brunsw ick Wharf are , as would be expected
consistently lower than those in the Lee 4 .3 km upstream at Bow
Locks . However , because an erratic relationship appears to exist
between Bow Locks and Brunswick Wharf, concurrent annual maximum
peak levels at the former were not furthe r considered . Water levels
reco rded at the Lee Barrier gauge were also not used since only
11 years o f data are available .
Table 4 .1 shows estuary levels correspond ing to particular return
pe riods based upon revised data obtained from PLA stations and the
Brunswick Wharf data of Table 2.2. The effec t of the linea r trend
(Table 3.1) in the data has been removed in Table 4 .2. As in the
Crane report these va lues do not allow for the effect of Barrier
closure and so are now o f mainly historical interest above 5 year
return period . The Thames Barrier is currently operated with the
aim of keeping water levels at Tower Pier below 4 .85 m AOD .
Assum ing all barrier closure events are reduced to low leve ls at
th is location , Table 4 .1 indicates that , with the current operating
rules , levels at Brunswick Wharf could not be expec ted to rise
substantially above 4 .75 m AOD . However , the de finitive estimate
for the post-barrier condition is the subject of continuing wo rk .
4 .2 Adjustment to Lee Mouth
Brunswick Wharf data can in principle be regarded as representing
Lee Mouth levels without further adjustm ent. However its record is
short by comparison with the PLA gauges and the question o f cho ice
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of estimator arises . Brunswick Wharf is 5.7 km upstream of North
Woolw ich and 10 .2 km downstream of Tower Pier and on this criterion
the va lues for return periods below 10 years appear to be some 4 cm
too h igh by comparison w ith the much longer recording PLA gauges .
However the overall trend o f the data does suggest that a linear
interpolation between North Woolwich and Tower Pier may reasonably
be adop ted .
FLOOD FREQUENCIES AT RIVER GAUGING STATIONS ON THE LOWER LEE
5.1 General Approach
The approach to be taken here was dictated (i) by the requirement
for separate flood frequenc ies for the easterly channel represented
by Low Hall , and the westerly channel represented by Lea Bridge ,
and (ii) by the d isposition of the discharge measurement sites . The
usefully sited gauge at Low Hall has a record length too short for
high return period estimation but is backed up by the very long
Fieldes Weir station . In this area loca l data procedures can be
used directly to enhance flood frequency estimation . The approach
taken for the western channe l is rather different as the only
gauging stations are on tributaries. In this case the tributary
information has been used to develop a local regiona l estimate of
the mean annual flood from wh ich higher return period floods have
been derived using standard regional multipliers .
5.2 Flood Frequencies Based on Flood Data Analyses
Gumbe l (EVI) analyses , using method of moments fitting , have been
carried out on AM series for the data of Table 2.4 except for the
Salmon 's Brook at Edmonton , where less than 10 years of data are
available and so a peak-over-threshold (POT ) ana lysis has been
carried out to de term ine flood frequencies.
The results of these ana lyses o f recorded flood peaks are presented
in Table 5.1. The long return periods presented in Table 5 .1 are ,
in all cases except Feildes Weir mean daily peaks (109 yea rs ), too
long for rea listic predictions based on the short data sets . Hence
Tab le 5.1 is presented for compa rison purposes on ly .
Included in Table 5.1 are flood frequencies for the River Lee at
Feildes Weir based on long and short records of mean daily flows.
They relate to a particularly long period o f record (109 years ),
and a relationship derived between concurrent mean daily flows
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(discrete days , not 24 hour maxim um ) and instantaneous peaks
enables additional understanding of Lee flood characteristics to be
obtained . A regression between concurrent instantaneous and mean
daily maximum flood peaks over a period of 20 years (Figure 5.1)
show s a good relationship between the two (coe fficient of
correlation  0  0 .93):
I  a  (1.12xMD + 6 .1) m3/s
The Feildes Weir record contains an exceptiona lly high flood in
1857 which has not been used in the derivation of the mean daily
flood frequencies presented in Tab le 5.1. This instantaneous value
of 280 m3/s was gauged by Beardmore (1872) and is more than twice
as high as any flood recorded since . On the basis of the frequency
ana lysis of instantaneous Feildes Weir flood peaks for the recent
20 years , such a flood would have a return period of more than 1000
years (240 m3/s). Incorporation of the extra data point in a
maximum likelihood analysis has been shown to mod ify the fitted
distribution at high return periods considerably , and so the
accuracy and significance o f this event should be further
investigated .
5.3 Flood Frequencies Using FSR Procedures
Under FSR standard procedures, frequency analyses o f observed da ta
should be used for return periods up to 2 x  N,  where  N  is the
number of annual maximum flood peaks used in the ana lysis , and for
estimation of the mean annua l flood . To pred ict floods for return
periods of 5 x  N  or more , FSR regional growth curves , suitably
mod ified for degree of urbanisation , must be applied directly to
MAF 's based on observed floods . For the range between 2 x  N  and 5
x N,  a smoothed transition is recommended in FSR procedures .
Flood frequencies for Lower Lee and tributary gauging stations
resulting from these standard FSR procedures are presented in
Tables 5.2 and 5.3. Figure 5.2 shows plots of the two sets of flood
frequencies , based on da ta analysis only (Tab le 5.1) and based on
MAF and grow th factors only (Table 5.2 ), plus the transitions
between 2N and 5N (Table 5.3).
Generalised curves have been developed following the method of FSSR
for obtaining growth factors for va rious degrees of urbanisation
and for a range of return periods up to 500 years. These curves are
presented in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 and de tails of computations are
presented in Table 5 .4 . The resulting urbanised grow th factors ,
together w ith relevant catchment parameters, are shown in
Table 5 .5.
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Beyond 50 years return periods the FSR methodo logy for computing
urbanised grow th fac tors is based on very few data and so is
tentative . However an updated ana lysis of stations with over 50%
urban isation in the London area gives some ba sis for confidence in
•the method at longer return periods. A number of Lower Lee
tributaries , such as the Dagenham Brook and the Mose lle , have
urbanisation leve ls higher than 75% and in some cases reach 95%.
Because this is beyond the level considered in FSSR5 and because
the above review suggested the adjustment was conservative , the 75%
urbanised factors have been used for all such cases .
5.4 Proposed Flood Frequencies for Gauging Stations
The compa risons , as shown in Figure 5.2(A ), of flood frequencies
based firstly on data analyses and second ly based on MAF w ith
grow th factors , indicate that on the main Lee at Feildes Weir and
Low Hall, the longer return period floods are substantially higher
for the FSR approach . At the 200 year return period , these
differences are 46% and 38% respectively . However , the reported
1857 flood of 280 m3/s still exceeds the 1000 year flood by 40 m 3/s
using the FSR approach . Overall the FSR standard procedure of
transition from data analysis values at 2 x N to MAF with growth
factors at 5 x N appears to be appropriate for the main Lee .
In the case of the Turkey Brook and Pymme 's Brook frequency plots
show n in Figure 5.2(b ), the •data ana lysis and FSR standard
procedures result in flood frequencies which are ve ry close to
each other , and the FSR procedure therefore appears eminently
suitable. For Salmon 's Brook in the same Figure , on ly the MAF and
grow th factors approach has been possible since meaningful
de finition of flood frequencies is not possible based on only 7
years of data . The divergence of the ten tative POT analysis line
and the MAF/growth factor line is therefore not significant.
Figure 5 .2(C ) show s flood frequencies for the Intercepting Drain
and Dagenham Brook based on data and MAF/grow th factor app roach . In
the case of Intercepting Drain (71% urbanised ), the difference
between the two methods is not great , the FSR values being somewhat
higher. In the case of Dagenham Brook , ana lysis of data results in
subtantia lly higher floods at long return periods than the FSR
approach . It is noticeable that the highest recorded flood
(14 .1 m 3/s ) in the 11 year Dagenham Brook record is equal to the
FSR 500 year flood . However , its catchment area is very high ly
built up in the order o f URBAN 0 .95 , and this is beyond the range
o f FSR data base . Although the data period is much too sho rt for
such long extrapo lations , it seems more appropriate in this case to
accept the data ana lysis va lues , and the latter are presented in
Table 5.3 as the proposed flood frequencies .
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6 FLOOD FREQUENCIES IN LOWER LEE CHANNELS
6 .1 Flood Frequencies in Lee Flood Relief Channel
For the lower reaches of the Flood Reiief Channel , a direct measure
of floods is provided by the river gauging station at Low Hall. The
Low Hall record is not  a  long one - only 10 years . However , since
this is a Crump weir gauging station , its rating is considered to
be suitably accurate . Furthermore floods are recorded upstream at
Feildes Weir where there is a 20 year record of instantaneous flood
peaks and  a  much longer record (114 years) o f annua l mean daily
peaks (MAFD ), and compa risons between Low Hall and Feildes Weir
flood characteristics enable the Low Hall da ta to be used with more
confidence .
Low Hall flows are not entirely natural in that part of the Lee
floods bypass this station via the Navigation Channel to the east .
However, the great bulk of Lee floods passes along the Flood Relief
' Channel , and so it is considered as a working hypothesis that Low
Hall gauge measures the floods o f the entire Feildes Weir catchment
plus all le ft bank tributaries plus the right bank tributaries to
Small River Lee and Turkey Brook .
At Feildes Weir , Lee flows are divided between the Navigation
Channel and Flood Relie f Channel. For the Nav igation Channel,  a
steady and , relative to flood flows, fairly low flow is aimed at in
the course of Feildes Weir operation . When floods occur , the
surplus flows over Navigation Channel requirements are passed down
the Flood Relief Channe l. Further dow nstream , add itiona l inflows
pass into the Flood Re lief Channel from the eastern tributaries of
the Lee , including Cobbins Brook and the Ching , and from further
flood overflow channels from the Nav igation Channel. The overflows
from the Navigation Channel include inflows from all western
tributaries downstream of Feildes Weir as far as (and including )
Turkey Brook. Even further downstream at Chalk Bridge , a sma ll part
of the Flood Re lief Channel flow is directed back towards the
Navigation Channel , but during floods this diversion is on ly small.
Figure 6.1 sHows concurrent flood peaks at Feildes We ir and Low
Ha ll for the data period 1978/87 common to the two stations .
Substantial flood storage exists , in particular be tween Hoddesdon
and Waltham Abbey , and for this reason Feildes Weir flood peaks are
usua lly attenuated be fore arriving at Low Hall. However , if high
storm rainfall occurs over the highly urbanised residual area ,
peaks may be higher at Low Hall , particularly if the timing of this
storm rainfall is such that it enables slow drainage from the main
Lee to coincide with the much sw ifter downstream drainage from the
urban ised tributaries . The close coincidence of MAFs displayed on
Table 6 .1 for the two sites over their common period suggests that
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this is of sufficiently frequent occurrence to balance
approximately the attenuation effect. As is to be expected, mean
daily flow s at Feildes Weir are exceeded by Low Hall attenuated
peaks (except in one margina l case ). Overall it may be concluded
that tentative use may be made of the Feildes Weir data in
augmenting the information contained in the Low Hall flood record .
Idea lly one would like to extend directly the sho rt Low Hall record
using the very long Feildes Weir MAFD record . However within the
scope of a preliminary ana lysis this is not considered to be
possible because o f uncertainty in the relationship between peak
and daily mean discharge and also variable flood peak attenuation .
Nevertheless Feildes Weir remains a valuable indicator of the
representativeness of the short period record . Table 6.1 show s the
necessary compa risons of MAFs.
It is very apparent from Table 6 .1 and from Figure 3 .1(A ) that
there were fewer high annual maxima reco rded at Feildes We ir
between 1965 and 1976 than subsequently . Something of this same
bias is visible in the MAFD record although less marked . If this
same distortion wére present at Low Ha ll it could lead to
overestimation o f the design flood . Pending a more detailed
analy sis in follow ing stages of the study it is recommended that no
reduction be made to the.Table 5.3 flood frequency estimates . Th is
conservative decision is taken in the light of (i) a brief scrutiny
of other long term records in the Upper Lee catchment above Feildes
Weir which did not reveal such a sizeable jump between the two
periods; and (ii ) a surprisingly greater difference in the ratio of
peak and MAFD va lues in recent years than hitherto . Both these
matters should be clarified in follow-up studies.
6 .2 Flood Frequencies in the Lee Nav igation Channel
No direct estimation of flood frequencies is possible for the Lee
Navigation Channe l since no river gauging station records floods on
this branch o f the Lee . It is therefore •necessary to estimate flood
frequencies on this branch indirectly by use of the Floods Study
Report (FSR ), catchment characteristics and observed flood records
of contributing catchments to the Lower Lee .
Catchment parameters relevant to FSR procedures are presented in
Table 5.5 for river gauging stations on the Lower Lee and
tributaries. These consist of area (AREA ), standard average annual
rainfall (SAAR ), percentage urbanised (URBAN ) and soil type (SO IL).
The percentage urbanised values relate e ffectively to ehe 1978
ve rsions of OS 1:25,000 scale maps , wh ich show revisions up to the
yea r 1977 . No estimate has been made in this prelim inary study of
the rate at which urbanisation has increased in recent decades or
how this would be expected to affect future flood frequency . For
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the two gauged catchments most critically affected by urban change ,
Turkey Brook and Salmon 's Brook , where flood peak records are
available since 1972 and 1980 respectively , the year 1977 is not
representative for the m id—point of the data sets , and significant
urbanisation may perhaps have occurred since that year. However no
allowance has been made for this aspect in th is study , and slight
refinement may be found to be necessary after furthe r
investigation .
Flood frequencies at river gauging stations on the Lower Lee and
relevant tributaries are discussed in Section 5 and are presented
in Tables 5.1 to 5 .3. They show that in all cases but the Dagenham
Brook , the slopes of EV1 probability lines and the growth curves as
presen ted in FSR result in broadly consistent flood peaks .
Furthermore Dagenham Brook is very highly urbanised (URBAN = 0 .95)
and this is beyond the range of the FSR data base . The
cha racteristics indicated on the Lower Lee and tributaries are
therefore considered to con firm that standard FSR growth factors
are appropriate for the Lee Navigation Channel catchment, which has
an area of 116 .5 km2 and an urbanisation equivalent to URBAN =
0 .63 . These growth factors are presented in Table 5.5.
More difficult , however , is the estimation o f an appropriate MAF
for the Lee Navigation Channel, which is not a standard natural
catchment. Inflows •to this channel consist of right bank
tributaries downstream of Turkey Brook plus the residual flows from
further upstream which have not spilled eastwards through the
va rious flood overflow channels to the Flood Relie f Channel. The
right bank tributaries have varying degrees o f urbanisation from
URBAN = 0 .22 to URBAN = 0 .95 , and catchment areas , shapes and times
of concentration range wide ly . Clearly MAF 's for individual
tributaries cannot be added together since date and time to peak
would not generally coincide , though it may be deduced that the MAF
upper and lower lim its would be , excluding the contribution from
Turkey Brook and upstream , the sum of MAF 's for individua l
tributaries , and the highest individual tributary MAF (= 25 .0 m3/s
on Pymm e 's Brook ) respectively .
The no rmal FSR procedure is to compute MAF from catchment
characteristics using in this case FSSR No 5 for urban areas,
taking due account of MAF 's observed either upstream or downstream
on the same river , or on nea rby and similar rivers . However this
method is not readily applicable for the computation of floods in a
channe l wh ich is being contributed to by a series o f tributaries of
varying sizes .
Tables 6.2 and 6 .3 show the computation of MAF 's for 4 of the
gauged tributaries of the Lower Lee with compa risons , from wh ich it
can be seen that observed MAF 's are higher in all ca ses . The degree
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of overestimation is very significant for Pymme 's Brook (64% ) which
would be expected to be the predom inant influence on the Navigation
Channel floods. This substantial difference at Pymme 's Brook and
also the high observed specific MAF for Pymme 's Brook may in part
be explained by the use of the modular rating for events during
which the weir is drowned . This is known to have occurred during
the 1979 flood and subsequent study will reveal its overall
influence .
For the remaining tributaries , the Intercepting Drain , Saddlers
Mill Stream , The Moselle , it has not been possible to compute the
FSR synthetic MAF because the stream frequency cannot be determ ined
in this heavily urban area . If a stream frequency equal to the
weighted average (0 .4 ) o f Salmon 's Brook and Pymme 's Brook is
applied to the entire 116.5 km2 contributing to the Navigation
Channe l , then the MAF for the latter is computed to be 22 m 3/a.
This is less than the Pymme 's Brook alone , and so a revision of the
standard FSR approach wa s sought.
The procedure adopted used a local correlation of "ruralised "
observed MAFs with catchment area . The resulting relationsh ip has
been used to estimate first the "ruralised " MAF for the Navigation
Channel, which has then been converted to a MAF for 63%
urbanisation . The correlation o f ruralised specific MAF with area
is presented in Figure 6 .2. The resulting regression equation , with
a co rrelation coefficient of 0 .95 , is:
MAFr  c  0 .33 - 0 .092 (Log AREA )
Hence for 116.5 km2 , MAFr = 0 .140 m3/s/km2  c  16 .3 m3/s. For 63%
urbanisation , MAFu = 2.77 x KAFr = 45 .2 m3/s. On the basis of this
MAF, flood frequencies for the Lee Navigation Channel are presented
in Table 6 .4 . In addition to these direct contributions from the
tributaries downstream of Turkey Brook , an allowance ranging from
8 m3/s at MAF to 10 m3/s at 200 years return period has been made
in Tab le 6 .4 for the unspilled flows entering this reach from
upstream via the Lee Navigation Channel. This results in MAF and
200 yea r floods in the Navigation Channel o f 53 and 115 m 3/5
respectively , which , at 71% and 52% of the corresponding floods for
the Lee Flood Relief Channel as shown in Table 5.3 , represent a
significant proportion of the entire floods in the Lower Lee .
However it should be noted that although peaks from this urban
catchment are relatively high , flood vo lumes are very much smaller
than those passing from the great bulk of the catchment through the
Flood Relief Channe l.
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TABLE 2.1 AVAILABILITY OF ANNUAL MAXIMUM TIDAL RIVER LEVELS
RIVER STATION GRID REF PERIOD OF DATA
THANES TOWER PIER 111334805 1912-86
THANES BRUNSWICK WHARF T1390807 1954-83
THANES NORTH WOOLWICH TB444804 1915-86
LEE BOW LOCKS TQ383823 1935-72
LEE LEE  BARRIER TG394812 1972-82
aTABLE 2.2 ANNUAL MAU RO TIDAL WATER LEVELS
THAMES LEE
BRUNSWICK (BOW CREEK)
YEAR WHARF BOW LOCKS
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954 4.51
1955 4.54
1956 4. 18
1957 4.63
1958 4.51
1959 4.39
1960 4.39
1961 4. 70
1962 4. 45
1963 4.39
1964 4.36
1965 5.03
1966 4.63
1967 4. 63
1968 4.57
1969 4.39
1970 4.42
1971 4.39
1972 4.39
1973 4.70
1974 4.39
1975 4.70
1976 4.57
1977 4.63
1978 5.041
1979 4. 45
1980 4.57
1981 4. 60
1982 4. 40
1983 4. 40
1984
1985
1986
4.93
; 4.88
5. 11
5.01
4.63
4. 71
5.44
4.72
4.89
5. 72
4.48
4.45
4.33
4. 60
4.60
4.42
4.42
4.72
4.33
5. 15
4.66
4.63
4.63
4.48
4.63
4.42
4.42
AND r Annual maxi mum ser i es, mean dai l y peaks
AM r Annual maxi mum ser i es
POT 'Peaks - over - threshold ser i es
R Rej ect ed data ser i es
TABLE 2. 4 ANNUAL MAXIMUM INSTANTANEOUS FLOOD PSAX DATA
NOTE All FLONS IN 13/5
TABLE 2.5 CATCHMENT AREAS AND URBAN PERCENTAGES
IA/ RIVER GAUGING STATIONS ON LONER LEE AND TRIBUTARIES
RIVER
LEE
TURKEY BR
SALMON'S  BR
INTERCEPT. DR
PYMME'S BR
LEE FLOOD RC
DAGENHAM BR
* approximate
STATION
ALBANY PK
EDMONTON
ENFIELD
ALCAZAR/
EDMONTON
LOU HALL
LEYTON
: . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _____
ai l  LEE NAVIGATION CHANNEL SUB-CATCHMENTS  AND  URBAN  AREAS
SUB-CATCHMENT : AREA
KM2
URBAN
AREA  URBAN
KA2  1
FEILDES WEIR : 1036 4*
SADDLER'S MILL ST: 10.6 75
INTERCEPTING DR : 7.4 71
DRIMSDOWN DR 0.5 88
ENFIELD DR 1.9 50
SALMON'S BR 24.8 35
PYMME'S BR 45.6 67
REMAINDER f f 25.7 78
TOTAL ' 116.5 63
42.2 22
20.5 35
7.4 71
41.4 66
42.6 66
1243
10.4 95*
f f remainder consists of remaining area fully drained by
navigation channel down to Lea Bridge.
TABLE 3.1 CORRELATION AND RISE IN ANNUAL MAXIMUM LEVEL
SOUTHEND TILBURY NORTH
WOOLWICH
BRUNSWICK TOWER
WHARF PIER
RICHMOND
CORRELATION .27 .29 .26 .17 .17 .34
COEFFICIENT
RATE OF RISE 3.28 3.47 2.02 3.59 1.84 2.53
MM/YR
TABLE 4.1 OUANTILES FOR THAMES TIDAL STATIONS (1 AOD1
STATION
RETURN : SOUTHEND TILBURY NORTH BRUNSWICK TOWER
PERIOD ( WOOLWICH WHARF PIER
2 3.54 3.94 4.36 4.49 4.60
5 3.79 4.19 4.61 4.73 4.84
10 3.97 4.37 4.77 4.88 4.99
25 : 4.20 4.60 4.98 5.06 5.16
50 4.39 4.78 5.13 5.20 5.28
100 4.57 4.96 5.28 5.33 5.40
TABLE 4.2 QUANTILES FOR THAMES TIDAL STATIONS (M A001
(UPDATED TO 1986 USING LOCAL TREND)
STATION
RETURN : SOUTHEND TILBURY NORTH BRUNSWICK TOWER
PERIOD WOOLWICH WHARF PIER
2 3.66 4.05 4.44 4.56 4.67
5 3.90 4.31 4.67 4.79 4.90
10 4.07 4.49 4.84 4.94 5.05
25 4.31 4.71 5.07 5.12 5.24
50 4.50 4.89 5.24 5.25 5.37
100 4.70 5.06 5.43 5.38 5.50
4 AND = annual •au tus ser i es of  lean  dai l y f l oods
AM = annual easi eue ser i es
POT 2 peaks-over- thr eshold ser i es
TABLE 5.7 FLOOD FREQUENCIES USING MAF AND FSR GROVTH FACTORS ONLY
RIVER STATION AREA MAF REDUCED VARIATE / RETURN PERIOD (YRS)
KM2 MD S .367 1.5 2.25 3. 199 3.902 4.6 5.296
2 5 10 25 . SO 100 200
FLOOD PEAK - M3/5
LEE FEILDES WEIR 1036 48 1 43 61 78 102 123 149 173
TURKEY BR ALBANY PK 42.2 9.0 8.4 11.6 14.3 17.9 20.5 24. 1 27.5
SALNON'S BR EDMONTON 20.5 7.0 6.7 9. 1 11. 0 13.4 15.0 17.4 19.5
INTERCEPT. DR ENFIELD 7.4 5. 1 5.2 6.8 7. 7 8. 7 9.4 10.4 11.2
PYMMU S BR ALCAIRR 41. 4  25 25. 0 33.3 38. 0 43.8 47.5 53.0 57.5
EDMONTON 42.6
LEE FLOOD R C LOW HALL 1243 63 57 fi l 101 132 157 190 220
DAGENHAM BR LEYTON 10.4 6. 1 6.2 8.2 9.2 10.4 11.2 12.3 13.2
NOTE : Based on MAF's f rom Tabl e 5. 1 and growth f actors ( row Tabl e 5.5
Ol i n dai l y f l ows
subst ant i al l y hi gher dat a anal ysi s val ues are preferred for t hi s hi ghl y ur ban catcheent (beyond FSR r ange)
NOTE 1 : dat a fr equency anal ysi s
2 : t r ansi t i on l i ne bet ween 2N and 5N
3 : RAF wi th  FSR  gr owth factor s
TABLE 5.3 PROPOSED FLOOD FREQUENCIES FOR GAUGING STATIONS ON LOWER LEE AND TRIBUTARIES
RIVER STATION YEARS OF REDUCED YARIATE / RETURN PERIOD 1YRS1
RECORD .167 1.500 2.250 3. 199 3.902 4.600 5.296
1N1 2 5 10 25 50 100 200
LEE FEILOES WEIR 109' 0 IM1/51 37 53 63 76 86 95 105
NOTE 1 1 1 1 1 I 1
LEE FEILDES WEIR 20' 1 0 1/135 1 35 49 59 71
ROTE 1 1 I 1
LEE FEILDES WEIR 20 0 1M3/ 51 45 62 73 87 109 149 173
NOTE 1 1 1 1 2 3 3
TURKEY BR ALBANY PK 15 0 1M3/ 51 8.2 12.4 15.3 18.8 21.3 24. 1 27.5
NOTE 1 1 1 1 2 3 3
SALMON'S BR EDMONTON 7 0 113/S1 6.7 9.1 11.0 11.4 15.0 17.4 19.5
NOTE 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
INTERCEPT. DR ENFIELD 11 0 IM3/ 51 4.9 5.8 6.4 7.4 9.4 10.4 11.2
NOTE 1 1 1 2 2 3 3
PYMME 5 BR ALCAIAR/ 33 0 MUM 23.8 30.4 34.8 40.3 44.4 50.7 57.5
EDMONTON NOTE 1 I 1 1 1 2 3
LEE FLOOD RC LON HALL 10 1 0 1M3151 59 82 97 124 157 190 220
NOTE 1 1 1 2 3 3 3
DAGENHAM BR LEYTOW 11 0 1M3/S1 5.6 8.7 10.8 13.4 15.3 17.2 19.2
NOTE H I I I I D i I I I D I t t l f f l
TABLE 5.4(A) GROWTH FACTORS FOR THE MAIN LEE
FEILDES WEIR AND LOW HALL
CATCHMENT RAINFALL SAAR
(A) SAAR = 650
2 CWI
95
SOIL (AV FOR FW AND LH)
SOIL = . 33
4 PRr
(A) PRr = 102.4 SOIL .28(C81- 125)
PRr = 25.392
5 URBAN
(A) URBAN VALUES 0 . 25 .5 .75
6 GROWTH FACTORS UP TO 50 YEARS RETURN PERIOD
RET PER GROWTH FACTORS
YRS URBAN = 0 .25 .5 .75
2 .88 .94 .98 1.02
5 I .28 1.3 1.32 1.34
10 1.62 1.59 1.55 1.51
25 2. 14 1.97 1.83 1.7
50 2.62 2.23 2.02 1.83
(REF: FSSR NO 5,TABLES 1 t 2; FSSR NO 14,TABLE 1)
7 GROWTH FACTORS FOR 100 YEARS RETURN PERIOD AND LON6ER
(REF: FSSR NO 5)
1.5
MAFu/MAFr = (1 4. URBAN) (1.0 0 .3URBAN (70/PRr - 1))
-ky
ATu/9Tr = 1 Be
k = .48(I n(MAFu/MAFr - I ) - In(Q500 850r - 1))
3.9k
= (150u/ (150r - De
URBAN = 0 .25 .5 .75
MAFu/MAI r 1 1.562 2.321 3.230
950u/950r I 1.346 1.790 2.256
0 .249 .247 . 276
0 . 914 2.070 3.679
RET PER
YRS GROWTH FACTORS
100 3. 19 2.60 2.29 2.01
500 4.49 3.39 2.80 2.31
NOTES : I . 6/ 7 Regi on cur ves used far al l catchaents.
2. Where URBAN exceeds the FSSR No 5 upper l imi t of 0. 75, growth curves for URBAN r 0. 75 have been adopted.
5. For Feil des Weir and Low Hall , SAAR and URBAN are only approvisate i n this tabl e.
4. For al l stat ions, SAAR 650n has been adopted since the range 610-660t e resul ts in ef fecti vely the
M R growth factor s.
TABLE 6.1 FEILDES WEIR AND LOW HALL OBSERVED MAE
STATION DATA FORMAT PERIOD
: 1873-1986 1965-1986 1977-1986
: MAF N MAF N MAF N
FEILDES WEIR MEAN DAILY 40 109 38 20 46 9
FEILDES WEIR INSTANTANEOUS 48 21 1 62 9
LOW HALL INSTANTANEOUS - i 63 9
LOW HALL INSTANTANEOUS 63 10
NOTE : MAF  mean of annual mil ieus f lood seri es  (s3/s)
N =  nusber of years of avai l able data
TABLE 6.2 MEAN ANNUAL FLOODS USING FSR UNGAUGED CATCHMENT PROCEDURE
RIVER STATION AREA STMFRO URBAN MAF
KM2 M3/S
TURKEY BR ALBANY PK 42.2 .98 .22 8.3
SALMON'S BR EDMONTON 20.5 .65 .35 5.2
INTERCEP.OR ENFIELD 7.4 .71
PYMME'S BR EDMONTON 42.6 .26 .66 9. 1
DAGENHAM BR LEYTON 10.4 .21 .95 4.5
LEE NAY CH LEA BR 116.5 . 4 .63 22
0.70 0.52 2.5
NOTES : I . MAF .373 AREA STMFRIT i l +URBANI , where
STMERO st ream f requency (junct i ons/km2)
(REF : FSSR5 f or Essex, Lee and Thames Regi on)
2. Lee Navi gat i on Channel comput ed RAF i s nat
proposed as def i ni t i ve, but i s presented onl y
f or compar i son.
3. STUN shown f or Lee Navi gat i on Channel i s t he
weighted aver age f or Sal mon' s Br and Pymme' s Br .
# approximate only
NOTE : 'Ruralisation based on FSSR5 methodology
NOTE Channel flood is approximation to contribution from upstream of Turkey Br
